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Cold air outbreaks can bring snow to populated areas and can affect aviation safety.
Shortcomings in the representation of these phenomena in global and regional models are
thought to be associated with large systematic cloud-related radiative flux errors across many
models. In this study, nine regional models have been used to simulate a cold air outbreak
case at a range of grid spacings (1–16 km) with convection represented explicitly or by a
parametrization. Overall, there is more spread between model results for the simulations
in which convection is parametrized when compared to simulations in which convection
is represented explicitly. The quality of the simulations of both the stratocumulus and the
convective regions of the domain are assessed with observational comparisons 24 h into
the simulation. The stratocumulus region is not well reproduced by the models, which
tend to predict open cell convection with increasing resolution rather than stratocumulus.
For the convective region the model spread reduces with increased resolution and there is
some improvement in comparison to observations. Comparing models that have the same
physical parametrizations or dynamical core suggest that both are important for accurately
reproducing this case.
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1. Introduction

Many operational centres are now making use of km-scale models
to carry out numerical weather prediction (NWP; Mailhot et al.,
2010; Brousseau et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2016). The models at these
grid resolutions are considered to be convection-permitting and
generally do not use a convective parametrization. The difficulty
facing these models is that, although they do explicitly convect,
they are not at high enough resolution to accurately represent the
full spectrum of convective motions (Bryan et al., 2003).

It has long been recognised that a given phenomenon is
explicitly resolved for model resolutions much finer than the
size, l, of the phenomenon. Likewise, at resolutions much coarser

than l, the phenomenon becomes unresolved and its effect on
the resolved large-scale flow can only indirectly be represented
through parametrizations. Consequently, around the scale l there
exists a range of model resolutions for which the phenomenon is
only partly resolved. This range of resolutions is often referred to
as the Grey Zone.

Current global NWP models typically do not yet include grey
zone convection schemes. The companion intercomparison study
with global NWP models suggests that conventional convection
parametrizations remove atmospheric instability too easily and
prevent models from resolving part of the vertical overturning
explicitly even at high resolutions (Tomassini et al., 2017).
Another important aspect in the context of the Grey Zone
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parametrization problem is the issue of physical parametrization
interferences. The global model intercomparison shows that,
in the cold-air outbreak case, convection and boundary-layer
parametrizations strongly interact, which makes it impossible
to restrict the grey zone parametrization problem only to
the convection scheme. Indeed, many traditional convection
parametrizations even include separate components, like shallow,
mid-level, and deep convection schemes, which might reciprocally
affect each other. Therefore a unified approach is needed when it
comes to addressing scale-adaptivity in the convective Grey Zone.
Moreover, the important role of ice-microphysical processes
and related precipitation formation hamper an unambiguous
assessment of the impact of model resolution on the simulated
cloud and boundary-layer structures in the cold air outbreak case.

At resolutions finer than 10 km, the scale depth of the
atmosphere, convective overturning starts to become resolved.
Convection is a truly multiscale phenomenon ranging from the
deep convective towers of 10 km to the smallest turbulent eddies
of a few mm at the Kolmogorov scale. Therefore, the Grey Zone
of convection encompasses a wide range of scales, so that refining
the resolution in the Grey Zone leads to a continuous enrichment
of the resolved convective processes. The fundamental question
is how to parametrize the unresolved part of the convection in
the Grey Zone in such a way that a parametrization is aware of
the resolution and the part of the convection that is resolved.

For resolutions finer than a few hundred metres this is realized
through an eddy diffusivity approach where the model resolution
is used as a length-scale in the eddy diffusivity coefficient.
This classic Smagorinsky closure describes how the effect of
the parametrized turbulent diffusion decreases with increasing
resolution and is based on the self-similar energy cascade of
three-dimensional turbulence in the inertial subrange of the
convective boundary layer.

However, resolutions in the range between 500 m and 5 km
are outside the inertial subrange and consequently the classic
Smagorinsky closure is not applicable anymore. The moist
convective processes that operate at these resolutions are usually
parametrized through convection parametrizations that in general
do not have a scale-aware formulation. Instead it is common
practice for models operating in the convective Grey Zone to
simply switch off the convection parametrization somewhere in
the resolution range between 500 m and 5 km.

Previous exploration of the Grey Zone has focused on deeper
convection in the Tropics. The CASCADE project included
simulations at resolution of 40, 12, 4, 1.5 km over West Africa
and the tropical Pacific. Generally it was found for the West
African land-based simulations that coarse resolution (12 km)
with convection parametrization switched off produced a better
timed diurnal behaviour and subsequently agreed better with
satellite-based radar (Stein et al., 2015) and radiative flux
measurements (Pearson et al., 2014). These studies over land
and another over the tropical Pacific (Holloway et al., 2012)
concluded that the highest resolution simulations with convection
explicitly resolved agreed best with observations. Similarly, Gao
et al. (2017) report improved representation of precipitation
spatial distribution and timing in higher resolution (4 km when
compared to 12 and 36 km). These results suggest that, at least
for deep convection, we should expect better comparison to
observations at higher resolution. For shallow convection the
convective flows that develop in km-scale models are grid-
scale-dependent and under-resolved (Sakradzija et al., 2016),
necessitating the implementation of stochastic treatment that
modifies the resolved flows and aims to better represent higher-
order moments of the motions.

In order to accelerate research of model simulations of moist
convection in the Grey Zone, the Working Group on Numerical
Experimentation (WGNE) in collaboration with the Global
Energy and Water cycle Exchanges (GEWEX) Global Atmospheric
Systems Study (GASS) panel has initiated a Grey Zone project
that aims to analyse and improve convection parametrizations

that operate at resolutions in the Grey Zone. A cold air outbreak
situation has been selected as a first case to explore the behaviour
the convective parametrizations in the Grey Zone.

Correctly simulating cold air outbreaks is important for
weather forecasting. From a regional perspective they tend to
be multi-day events that can bring snow to populated areas.
Moreover, they are known to be associated with lightning that
affects aviation safety (Wilkinson et al., 2013) and icing conditions
that create hazards for marine vessels (Moore, 2013). They are
a challenge to km-scale models because the boundary layer
is shallow, but the horizontal open- and closed-cell mesoscale
structures associated with the cold air outbreak can reach scales
up to almost 100 km. The question is whether these observed
mesoscale structures can be realistically reproduced by km-scale
models. Shortcomings in the representation of cold air outbreaks
in climate models have been identified as leading to systematic
errors in liquid water and broadband fluxes (Bodas-Salcedo et al.,
2014). These errors have implications for sea ice and the general
circulation (Hwang and Frierson, 2013).

The cold air outbreak weather situation is unique in that
it mixes the difficulties inherent in resolving boundary layer,
convective structures, microphysics and their interactions. This
study uses a novel application of a wide range of different model
resolutions in tandem with structural model changes controlled
by switching convective parametrizations on or off to explore the
ability of NWP models to provide robust forecasts across the edge
of the convective Grey Zone. In this paper the following questions
are asked:

(i) How well do km-scale regional models resolve and simulate
the evolution of a cold air outbreak?
(ii) What is the effect of grid resolution on the ability of the model
to represent a cold air outbreak?
(iii) Are model physics or dynamical formulations more
important for the fidelity of the simulation?
(iv) Are convective parametrizations required for km-scale
simulations?

2. Description of the case

The case is from 31 January 2010 and has been described in Field
et al. (2014). It is a cold air outbreak located between Iceland,
Norway and Scotland. It is characterized by a polar low feature
at 64◦N, 4◦W to the west of Norway, and a high pressure ridge
stretching between the Azores and Iceland (Figure 1(a)). There is
a strong northerly flow between Iceland and Norway, stretching
from north of 70◦N to south of 60◦N over the UK. This synoptic
situation follows the climatological pattern identified for cold
air outbreaks in the Greenland–Iceland–Norwegian sea areas by
Kolstad et al. (2009).

The flow brings cold air from the Arctic sea ice over the
warmer (5–10◦C) seas to the south. Parcels traverse ∼700 km in
12 h (∼15 m s−1). Northwest of the Faroe Islands the boundary
layer is ∼1 km deep and characterized by a stratocumulus cloud
deck with close to complete cloud cover. Droplet concentrations
from satellite-based estimates are 50–100 cm−3. Even though
the stratocumulus region is over colder sea than the convective
region, there is likely to be little ice, but there were no in situ
observations to confirm this. The reason for this dearth of ice
in the stratocumulus region relative to the convective region
is potentially linked to the higher cloud-top temperatures and
hence reduced heterogeneous nucleation rates than for the deeper
colder-topped convective cloud. Liquid water paths reached
∼0.3 kg m−2 based on remote-sensing estimates. Eventually, as
the air moves over warmer sea, the boundary layer begins to grow
and the stratocumulus cloud gives way to cumulus that reaches up
to ∼3 km (red box in Figure 1(b)). Aircraft measurements indicate
that in the cumulus region the ice concentrations (maximum size,
D>100μm) reach ∼10 L−1 and droplet concentrations ∼10 cm−3

with ice and liquid water contents of ∼0.3 and ∼0.1 g m−3,
respectively. Aircraft-based estimates of integrated water paths
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Figure 1. (a) Met Office analysis chart and (b) MODIS image (channel 4, 550 nm) for 1200 UTC 31 January 2010. The blue square indicates the stratocumulus region
and the orange box indicates the convective region. The larger yellow box indicates the region used for the rainrate plot in Figure 16. (c) Schematic of the cloud
evolution as the air sweeps down over the course of ∼12 h from the north (left) to the south (right), indicating cloud morphology and gross properties including
hydrometeor concentrations, wind speed, boundary-layer height and total sensible plus latent heat flux. Sea ice extent from http://igloo.atmos.uiuc.edu.

for the cumulus region are 0.06±0.03 kg m−2 for liquid and in the
range of 0.08–0.20 kg m−2 for ice. A schematic of the evolution
of the boundary layer and cloud is shown in Figure 1(c).

3. Models

Output from nine different models was submitted for the com-
parison:

UM = Unified Model (UK);
WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting model (USA, two

configurations: NCAR and NOAA);
NHM = non-hydrostatic model (Japan);
ASUCA = A System based on a Unified Concept for Atmosphere

(Japan);
Meso-NH = mesoscale non-hydrostatic (France);
AROME = Applications of Research to Operations at MesoscalE

(France);
ALADIN = Aire Limitée Adaptation dynamique Dévelopment

INternational (Czech Republic);
EC = Environment Canada.

Table 1 summarizes the models and the choices for micro-
physics, boundary layer, convection and advection. The

models were run with grid spacings of 16, 8, 4, 2,
1 km grid spacing (AROME only 4,2,1) over a domain
1600 km(north–south)×800 km(east–west). Sets of simula-
tions were carried out with convection parametrization on
(convection-on) and with convection parametrization off
(convection-off).

Apart from AROME and ALADIN which used ARPEGE
analyses, the models were run for 24 h from the ECMWF analysis
(1200 UTC 30 January 2010), with the bulk of the analysis
carried out at around 1200 UTC 31 January. Some models
used a parent global model to provide boundary conditions to
drive the inner nested model used to provide the data for the
intercomparison. Other models used 6-hourly ECMWF analyses
to provide boundary conditions for a large area regional model
which in turn provided boundary conditions for the inner nest
used in the intercomparison.

Tests were carried out with the UM to assess the impact of
using a different starting analysis and vertical level set. For the
sensitivities, a UM analysis was used instead of the ECMWF
analysis and for the vertical level sensitivity test the level spacings
were halved to increase the number of levels from 70 to 140. The
results indicate that, while the changes are systematic, they are
the same size as the variability represented in the control run.
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Table 1. Description of models used.

A UM; Met Office; Walters et al. (2017) GA6(global)OS37(regional); 16/29/70/40 km
B Wilson and Ballard (1999)
C Non-local boundary-layer scheme (Lock et al., 2000)
D No convection
E Global model settings for deep shallow and mid convection (Walters et al., 2017)
F Semi-Lagrangian (Wood et al., 2014)
G Uses the ‘Smith cloud scheme’ (Smith 1990) to represent subgrid distribution of humidity.

It assumes a triangular distribution of humidity with a predefined width (called RHcrit). When the grid box total water mixing ratio/saturated mixing ratio reaches RHcrit (∼0.8),

cloud can start to form. With increasing water, the cloud fraction in the grid box increases, eventually reaching 1.0.

A WRF; NCAR; (Skamarock et al. 2008) 7/14/75/29 km
B Thompson et al. (2008)
C YSU PBL
D –
E Tiedtke cumulus option
F ARW dynamical core. Non-hydrostatic, compressible, time-splitting with semi-implicit sound waves, third-order Runge–Kutta (RK) time steps, C-grid staggering, fifth-order

horizontal and third-order vertical advection, terrain-following mass-based vertical coordinate.
G –

A WRF; NOAA; Skamarock et al. (2008), Benjamin et al. (2016); 17/25/62/27 km
B Thompson DM including graupel and hail
C Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) scheme, with modifications to use a non-local BouLac scheme in the free atmosphere and a surface-layer length-scale which varies with

surface stability parameter.
D –
E Grell–Freitas scheme. Scale-aware scheme, transforms into a shallow-Cu scheme at high resolution (<5 km), and is shut off entirely at grid spacings below 1 km. This is run at every

time-step.
F Same as NCAR, but fifth-order vertical advection instead of third-order.
G –

A NHM; JMA; Saito et al. (2006, 2007); 11/21/58/20 km
B Physics implenented through ‘Physics Library’ (Hara et al., 2012).

Six-class single-moment cloud microphysics based on Lin et al. (1983).
C Improved MYNN scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009)
D –
E Kain and Fritsch (1990) (KF) scheme
F Finite-difference method employing the leap-frog time integration method, fourth-order difference method with an artificial advection correction scheme and linear and nonlinear

numerical diffusions.
G –

A ASUCA; JMA; Ishida et al. (2009, 2010); 11/21/58/20 km
B Physics implemented through ‘Physics Library’ (Hara et al., 2012).

Six-class single-moment cloud microphysics based on Lin et al. (1983).
C Improved MYNN scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009)
D –
E KF scheme. Uses different triggering at 2 and 1 km resolution
F Finite-volume method with the third-order RK time integration and upwind third-order advection scheme with a flux limiter and without numerical diffusions.
G All fields are the sum of the resolved and subgrid. Method 1 forcing driven by dx =20 km global

A Meso-NH; CNRM/Météo-France; Lafore et al. (1998); 14/24/45/19 km
B Mixed-phase one-moment microphysical scheme (Pinty and Jabouille, 1998) with two liquid and three ice categories
C A prognostic turbulent kinetic energy scheme (1.5 order; Cuxart et al., 2000) in 1D mode with the Bougeault and Lacarrère (1989) mixing length
D No deep or shallow convection
E Deep: the mass flux scheme of Bechtold et al. (2001) at 16, 8 and 4 km. Shallow: an EDMF scheme (Pergaud et al., 2009) at all resolutions.
F Eulerian with the fifth-order WENO advection scheme for wind, associated to a third-order RK temporal scheme, and the PPM (Colella and Woodward, 1984) advection scheme

for other variables.
G Method 2, using ECMWF analyses every 6 h to generate LBCs, 45 vertical levels

A AROME; CNRM/Météo-France; Seity et al. (2011); 15/26/60/51 km
B As Meso-NH
C As Meso-NH
D No deep or shallow convection
E Only shallow convection from an EDMF scheme (Pergaud et al., 2009) at 4, 2 and 1 km
F Spectral, semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian
G ARPEGE initial and boundary conditions

A Aladin; CHMI; Termonia et al. (2017); 15/27/60/50 km
B ALARO-0 version. Clouds: a scheme based on the Xu and Randall (1996) approach.

Microphysics: a one-moment Kessler type, not published as a whole, but there is an original treatment of the sedimentation problem (Geleyn et al., 2008).
C Pseudo-prognostic TKE scheme (Geleyn et al., 2006). Horizontal diffusion: semi-Lagrangian-based grid-point local diffusion (Ván̆a et al., 2008)
D –
E Moist deep convection: the 3MT (Modular Multi-scale Microphysics and Transport) scheme, specifically developed for the grey zone of convection (Gerard et al., 2009).

This scheme was switched on or off as the only difference between the two sets of experiments. It is important to note that we use the same microphysics in both cases (3MT on or

off); in the case the 3MT is active, we treat both the resolved and sub-grid condensations.
F Spectral in horizontal, finite differences in vertical. Time scheme and advection: two-time-level semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian (Bénard et al., 2010)
G Flux-conservative thermodynamic equations in a mass-weighted framework

A EC; Environment Canada; Girard et al. (2014); 5/13/26/29 km
B Two-moment bulk microphysics (Milbrandt and Yau, 2005a, 2005b) with two liquid categories and four ice categories
C Prognostic TKE scheme (1.5 order; Bélair et al., 1999)
D No deep or shallow convection, but PBL clouds are still active
E KF scheme for deep convection and a Kuo-type closure for shallow convectin (Bélair et al., 2005).

Trigger for deep convection adjusted for the operational system with 2.5 km grid spacing.
F Gridpoint-based two-time-level implicit semi-Lagrangian.
G –

A= model; contributor; main reference; levels(1 km/3 km/total/top(km). B= Microphysics.
C= Boundary layer. D= Convection off. E= Convection on. F= Advection. G= Other remarks.
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Four of the models use semi-Lagrangian advection (AROME,
ALADIN, EC, UM). For convection, two models use ‘global
settings’ that are almost unchanged for all of the convection-on
simulations (WRF-NCAR, UM). Four models have some scale-
aware convection treatment (WRF-NOAA, Meso-NH, NHM
and ASUCA) either through an approach that gradually shuts off
convection as resolution increases (WRF-NOAA), or by not doing
deep convection for the higher-resolution simulations (Meso-
NH), or by using different convective triggering thresholds at the
highest resolutions (NHM, ASUCA).

Interestingly, there are a few pairs of models that either share
the same physics or dynamical cores. AROME and Meso-NH have
the same physics but different dynamical cores and use different
initializations (ARPEGE, ECMWF). Similarly, NHM and ASUCA
also have the same physics but different dynamical cores. While
two pairs of models (NOAA and NCAR; AROME and ALADIN)
share a dynamical core but different microphysics, boundary layer
and convection parametrizations.

4. Results

4.1. General comparison

Outgoing long-wave flux at the top of the atmosphere from each
model for the 1, 16 km and convection-on and convection-
off simulations are shown for T+24 h into the simulation
(Figures 2–4). The darker shades represent greater fluxes from
warmer surfaces such as the sea surface or clouds lower down in
the troposphere. These figures can be compared qualitatively
with the image shown in Figure 1(b). Comparison of the
1 km convection-off panels shows that the polar low feature is
consistently reproduced in size and location by all of the models.
In the southern half of the domain, all of the models show
convective clouds. To the northwest of the domain most models
show the encroaching cirrus from an extratropical cyclone to the
west of the study region. In the northern portion of the domain
the models show different low cloud morphologies ranging from
cloud streets to more closely packed convection. The 16 km
simulations with convection-off again show the polar low to be
of similar size and location between models, but there is generally
more widespread low cloud. For the convection-on simulations
at different resolutions, the results are more varied. This is
due in part to different models having varying levels of model
resolution awareness built into their convection parametrizations.
For the 1 km convection-on results, some models essentially
switch off parametrized convection and look the same as the
convection-off simulation (ASUCA, AROME, ALADIN, EC,
NOAA), while others experience a strong impact from the
parametrized convection (Meso-NH, UM, NCAR, NHM).

For more a quantitative comparison, two regions have been
focused on: a stratocumulus region in the north (blue box in
Figure 1(b)) and a convective region in the south (red box in
Figure 1(b)). For each model, mean values and variances are
calculated in 100 km regions for the different resolutions and
for the case where convection is on or off. These results are
then compared with aircraft and satellite observations – Liquid
Water Path from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
(Wentz and Spencer, 1998), and broadband fluxes from the
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (Wielicki et al.,
1996; Field et al., 2014) around 1200 UTC on 31 January 2010.

4.2. Stratocumulus

In this region the satellite observations in Figure 1(b) indicate
widespread closed cell layer cloud with almost complete cloud
cover. It is clear that most of the 1 km models are not able to
reproduce this behaviour and instead tend towards open cellular
shallow convection.

Mean outgoing broadband fluxes over a 100 km × 100 km
region in the stratocumulus dominated part of the domain for

convection-off simulations are shown in Figure 5 for short-
and long-wave. For each model the results for the different
model resolutions are given. Results from the convection-off
simulations differ from the satellite-observed value and show that
the simulated fluxes for both long- and short-wave deviate more
from the observations with increasing resolution. There is more
model-to-model variability at 1 km than there is at 16 km for
the short-wave fluxes. With the convection-on (Figure 6) some
models show monotonic changes with increasing resolution,
but there is generally less variation across the models and with
changing resolution than with the convection-off simulations. For
some models (ALADIN, NCAR, Meso-NH) the convection-on
simulations agree better with the observations at 1 km than the
convection-off simulations, suggesting that the parametrization
at these resolutions may still be beneficial. Overall, the simulations
have 10–30 W m−2 (5–15%) too much outgoing long-wave
flux and underestimate the outgoing short-wave flux by
20–100 W m−2 (10–60%), suggesting insufficient cloud cover.

Liquid water path for the convection-off simulations (Figure 7)
shows a very wide range that tends to decrease with increasing
resolution but also drifts from the observed value. Only two
simulations (EC, NOAA) have a value consistent (>0.1 kg m−2)
with the observations for some resolutions. For convection-
on, the liquid water path is lower than for convection-off
(Figure 8) and both are generally much lower than the estimate
derived from passive microwave observations (Field et al.,
2014). There are no observational estimates of ice water path
(IWP) for the stratocumulus region. Nevertheless, it can be
seen (Figure 7(b)) that the models estimates span an order of
magnitude from 0.01 to 0.1 kg m−2, with no obvious trend with
resolution.

Profiles of potential temperature and total water (Figure 9)
show that there is less model spread in the 1 km simulations than
in the 16 km simulations. For an individual model, the difference
between convection on and off is less than the spread between
models. Generally, the boundary layer is deeper, warmer and drier
for the convection-on simulations relative to the convection-
off simulations. This is consistent with parametrized convection
more efficiently mixing the boundary layer than when it is done by
explicit convection. The profiles look well-mixed in the bottom
kilometre of the profile. The top of the boundary layer varies
between models over a few hundred metres.

Field et al. (2014) demonstrated that modifying the boundary-
layer scheme to promote a mixed-layer character in the dynamical
conditions experienced in the stratocumulus region leads to
improved cloud cover and radiative fluxes. Those changes were
not introduced to the operational UM due to the proximity of
the northern boundary to the British Isles and have not been
included in these results which make use of an operational
configuration.

4.3. Cumulus

Concentrating on a convective region to the south, both
the convection-off (Figure 10) and convection-on (Figure 11)
simulations show a convergence towards the observed long- and
short-wave flux values with increased resolution, but with a
broader range of simulated long-wave broadband fluxes with
convection-on (Figure 11). Generally, for the convective region
there is better agreement between the models and the observations
of broadband flux than was seen for the stratocumulus region.

For the convection-off simulations, the LWP tends to decrease
with increased resolution for most of the models (Figure 12).
About a third of the models have LWP values within the range of
the observations at the highest model resolution. The rest of the
models have lower values (factor of 2–5). The range of LWP spans
an order of magnitude and this range across the models is larger
than the change seen by each model as a function of resolution.
Some of the models which present an underestimation of LWP
are in better agreement with the aircraft measurements of IWP,
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Figure 2. Top of atmosphere outgoing long-wave fluxes from models (a)–(d) EC, (e)–(h) NOAA, (i)–(l) NCAR from a 24 h forecast valid for 1200 UTC 31 January
2010. Each row shows, from left to right, 1 km convection off, 1 km convection on, 16 km convection off, 16 km convection on (except AROME which is 4 km instead
of 16 km for lowest resolution).

and only one (ASUCA) presents correct values for both fields. At
1 km resolution, the intermodel spread is high for IWP. Three
of the simulations (NCAR, Meso-NH and ASUCA) produce
good agreement with the observations (based on integrating the
aircraft measurements) and a slight monotonic decrease in IWP
with increasing resolution, while the other models exhibit lower

IWP. For convection-on (Figure 13), the results are more variable,
but the LWP values are consistently low with only one model
(ASUCA) producing similar values to the observations at the 1 km
resolution, while two other models (EC and NOAA) have better
agreement at the coarsest resolution. The intermodel spread for
IWP is reduced with convection-on at 1 km.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 3. As Figure 2, but for (a)–(d) UM, (e)–(h) ASUCA and (i)–(l) NHM.

Profiles of potential temperature and total water (Figure 14)
indicate reduced model spread for the 1 km simulations when
compared to the 16 km simulations. The simulations generally
agree with the aicraft observations, although the potential
temperature in the lowest kilometre tends to be lower for most

of the models than suggested by the observations. For a given
model, the difference between convection-on and convection-off
simulations is less than inter-model differences. Liquid and ice
water content profiles (Figure 15) for the 1 km simulation (16 km
simulations exhibit more spread) show a peak in liquid water
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) Meteo Cu:on 4 km meth1

Figure 4. As Figure 2, but for (a)–(d) Aladin, (e)–(h) Meso-NH, and (i)–(l) AROME.

at heights ranging from 1 to 2.5 km. The aircraft observations
suggest that the liquid water contents are greatest between 2 and
2.5 km. Some models produce liquid water contents of the same
magnitude (0.03 g kg−1) as the aircraft observations, but most
do not. The modelled ice water contents are generally smaller
than the peak observed ice water contents (0.15 g kg−1). Some of

the convection-on models (Meso-NH, AROME) produce deeper
ice water profiles that are closer to the observations than any of
the convection-off simulations at 1 km. For the liquid profiles,
convection-on generally produces less liquid.

Taking a larger region (yellow box in Figure 1(b)), three
snapshots of 10 min rain accumulations at 1100, 1200, 1300 UTC
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Figure 5. Area-mean values in the 100 km×100 km stratocumulus region from the convection-off simulations as a function of resolution for (a) long-wave outgoing
top of atmosphere (TOA) flux, (b) short-wave outgoing TOA flux. The satellite-derived estimates are given as a whisker plot (5, 25, mean,75, 95 percentiles). The
horizontal bars at the top of the panels indicate the average, across the resolutions, of 2 standard deviations derived from the 100 km box.
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Figure 6. As Figure 5, but with convection ON.
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Figure 7. As Figure 5, but for (a) liquid water path, and (b) ice water path.
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Figure 8. As Figure 7, but with convection ON.

were combined to provide precipitation statistics from each of the
models (Figure 16) around the same time as the comparison with
observations has been made. Domain-averaged 10 min rain accu-
mulations across all resolutions for all models with convection-off
lies within ±0.09 mm of the multimodel mean of ∼0.09 mm,
and for 1 km, the models lie within ±0.07 mm of 0.09 mm.

Three models exhibit approximately constant accumulations of
rain with changing resolution (ALADIN, NCAR, UM). Most
models show a generally increasing monotonic change with
increasing resolution, but two models exhibit a distinct peak in
rain accumulation at 4 km resolution (NHM, AROME). Results
from an earlier version of the UM exhibited a peak in rainrate
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Figure 9. Mean profiles for the stratocumulus region of (a, c) potential temperature and (b, d) total water for (a, b) 16 km resolution simulations and (c, d) 1 km
simulations. Solid denotes convection off, and dashed is convection on.

at intermediate resolutions, but the results presented here used
enforced moisture conservation for semi-Lagrangian advection
(Aranami et al., 2015) which has reduced this tendency. The
results from the convection-off simulations exhibit similar values
to the convection-on counterpart, but generally present less or
little variation with resolution.

Rain accumulations can be explored further by examining
histograms. All of the rainrate histograms follow the usual gamma

distribution with lower frequency at larger accumulations. As
may have been expected, the models that display little change
in their domain-mean accumulated rain with resolution also do
not exhibit much difference in the rain accumulation histograms
for the different resolutions. That is not the case for the models
that exhibit a peak in the rain accumulation at an intermediate
resolution. These exhibit an increased frequency of greater
rainrates at these intermediate resolutions (not shown).
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Figure 10. As Figure 5, but for the convective region.
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Figure 11. As Figure 6, but for the convective region.

5. Discussion

Comparing first the pairs of models that have the same physics
but different dynamical core, it can be seen by looking at the 1 km
convection-off long-wave panels in Figures 2–4 that differences
in the dynamical core can lead to large differences in the cloud

morphology. Figures 3(e) and (i) show well-developed cloud
streets in one simulation (NHM) while the other (ASUCA) has
more homogeneous cloud in the stratocumulus region. For the
stratocumulus region, this more homogenous cloud for ASUCA
translated into improved LWP and radiation comparisons with
observations at 1 km model grid spacing. For the cumulus region,
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Figure 12. As Figure 7, but for the convective region.
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Figure 13. As Figure 8, but for the convective region.

both models have isolated cumulus clouds but ASUCA has
improved LWP, IWP and short-wave radiation when compared
to observations. In both the cumulus and stratocumulus region,
the NHM model has a slightly deeper boundary layer than the
ASUCA model.

For the AROME–Meso-NH pair at 1 km, one of the models
(Meso-NH, Figure 4(e)) has small but densely spaced cumulus

clouds in the stratocumulus region. The other (AROME,
Figure 4(i)) has more layer cloud but it is quite broken and
eventually begins to form into wave clouds before breaking
up into cumulus further downstream. The Meso-NH model
produces better agreement with observations for condensed
water, but not for area-averaged radiation. In the cumulus
region, the AROME convective elements appears larger than
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Figure 14. As Figure 9, but for the convective region. The solid circles with error bars are from aircraft measurements and the solid black lines are data from
dropsondes (Field et al., 2014).

the Meso-NH convective elements, but the Meso-NH has greater
condensed water paths. Both underestimate the LWP, but more
accurately reproduce the IWP. These small differences are likely
related to the different dynamical formulation adopted in these
models and/or the different sources used for initialization and
boundary condition of the models (ARPEGE and ECMWF). The
main difference between the models at 1 km is that the shallow
convection scheme ‘switches off’ at 1 km grid spacing for AROME,
leading to identical convection-on/off results, while differences
are significant between convection-on and convection-off for

Meso-NH, with better agreement with observations for
convection-on (shallow convection only activated).

We turn now to the pair of models with the same dynamical
core but different physics. NOAA (Figure 2(e)) and NCAR (Figure
2(i)) both exhibit convective elements in the stratocumulus and
convective region. The NCAR convection appears to increase in
size more rapidly than the NOAA convective elements. NOAA
LWP and long-wave are improved in the stratocumulus region,
but the LWP and long-wave are similar in the convective region
with the NCAR model exhibiting improved IWP compared
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Figure 16. Mean hourly accumulated rain as a function of resolution from
three 10 min accumulations at 1050–1100, 1150–1200, 1250–1300 UTC for the
region in the convective part of the domain depicted in Figure 1. Solid lines:
convection-off simulations, dashed lines: convection-on simulations.

to observations. Sensitivity to the activation of the convection
scheme is dramatically different between these two models, with
the NCAR model developing more widespread cloud.

In terms of rainrates at 1 km grid spacing in the larger
convective region used for Figure 16, it is difficult to conclude
whether the pair of models with different physics but the same
dynamical core has a larger difference than the pairs of models
with the same physics but different dynamical cores. Thus it
appears for this case, at 1 km grid spacing and convection-off,
that the dynamical core, microphysics and turbulence can play
an important role in controlling the morphology of clouds.

Decreases in model spread in terms of the thermodynamic
profile and broadband fluxes with decreasing grid spacing as

indicated in Figures 9, 10 and 13 suggest that, for the convection-
off simulations, the improved representation of the dynamics is
having a positive effect on the quality of the simulations. However,
for many metrics, e.g. LWP and IWP, no convergence between
the models is seen with resolution.

For the models in this study, the differences in rain accumu-
lation with resolution are quite large and in general have not
converged, even at 1 km grid spacing. Moreover, changes in res-
olution appear to make more difference than variations in model
physics when the dynamical core is the same (e.g. NCAR, NOAA)
or changes in the dynamics when the physical parametrizations
are the same (NHM, ASUCA). Therefore it seems sensible to
attempt to understand how the interplay between physics and
dynamics, the scale of the phenomenon and the resolution of
the model combine to control predictions such as accumulated
rain.

The effective resolution is the actual finest well-resolved
scale of a model. For a given grid spacing, a model will
produce resolved structures depending not only on the grid
spacing but also on the diffusion (implicit and explicit) of the
model. The difference between the models may come from
the numerical schemes (implicit diffusion), but also from the
subgrid-transport schemes (explicit diffusion). For instance,
due to its efficient but diffusive numerical schemes, AROME’s
effective resolution is larger than that of Meso-NH (Ricard
et al., 2013). Subgrid-transport schemes are the turbulence and
convection parametrizations which both limit the variability
of the resolved fields. The vertical velocity field is a resolved-
field representative of the effective resolution of a model. For
instance, it is clear in Figures 2–4 that UM or NCAR present
finer structures with convection-off and coarser structures with
convection-on, as their convection scheme probably produces
strong subgrid updraughts. Vertical velocity is also representative
of the partition resolved/subgrid motions. The standard deviation
of the vertical velocity field is larger at finer resolutions since
more of the flow is explicitly resolved, but for this comparison
across scales we have regridded onto a common 16 km
grid scale.
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Figure 17. Standard deviation of resolved vertical velocity (σw , m s−1) for the stratocumulus region at 1 km for convection-off (solid) and convection-on (dash)
simulations for (a) UM, (b) WRF-NCAR, (c) WRF-NOAA, (d) ASUCA, (e) NHM, (f) Meso-NH, (g) AROME and (h) Aladin. The thinnest line is the lowest resolution,
and the thickest line is the highest resolution.

The standard deviation of the resolved vertical velocity that has
been area-averaged and regridded onto the 16 km resolution grid
as a function of altitude and resolution is shown in Figures 17
and 18. It is clear that the standard deviation of the vertical
velocity is generally higher in the convective region than in the
stratocumulus region, as might be expected. There is a tendency
for the vertical velocity standard deviation to be less when the
convection parametrization is on than when it is off. Again
this might be expected due to the convection parametrization

removing instability from the atmosphere. For the convective
region and the convection-on simulations, the UM, NHM, Meso-
NH and ALADIN show that the standard deviation increases with
increasing resolution, while NCAR, NOAA and ASUCA tend to
display a non-monotonic behaviour, with the standard deviation
of the vertical velocity increasing at intermediate resolutions.
AROME presents the largest values of vertical velocity standard
deviation. Differences are less clear for the stratocumulus region,
where contributions from other dynamical effects such as gravity
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Figure 18. As Figure 17, but for the convective region.

waves and the details of the boundary-layer parametrization will
be important.

The simulations mainly fall outside of the grey zone for the
stratocumulus region, exhibit a lack of intermodel consistency
and poor comparison with the observations. It has been shown
in a previous analysis of this case (Field et al., 2014) that forcing
the boundary-layer representation to diagnose a well-mixed layer
for this region was successful in generating stratiform cloud
cover there. In order for the simulations in this region and
at these resolutions to capture the behaviour of the cloud and
boundary-layer structure in this regime requires an improved
boundary-layer parametrization. In contrast, it can be argued

that for the convective region the models are beginning to probe
the grey zone in the highest-resolution simulations. For these
simulations there is evidence that the models begin to compare
better with the observations and converge, as evidenced by the
reduction in inter-model spread (e.g. Figures 14 and 10) but
without necessarily reaching convergence.

6. Conclusions

A model intercomparison of a cold air outbreak case-study has
been performed. The models used included several operational
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NWP systems. Simulations were carried out at a range of grid
spacings from 16 to 1 km with convection parametrizations on or
off and compared to observations at 24 h into the simulation. All
of the models and resolutions capture the large-scale structure of
the event with a strong northerly cold outflow and a consistent
size and location for the polar low feature.

There was more consistency between models for convection-
off simulations than for convection-on simulations. This is
partly attributed to the differing character of the convective
parametrizations: some are scale-aware while others use constant
settings appropriate for global model resolutions. However, scale-
aware parametrizations can still lead to different precipitation
versus model resolution behaviour.

All models struggled to represent the stratocumulus region of
the cold air outbreak. There was a lack of model consistency
and models tended towards carrying out explicit convection
at the highest resolution. This resulted in a tendency for
models to generate open cellular structures, a lack of cloud
cover and reduced condensed water amounts compared to the
observations.

In the convective region, the cloud morphology in all
simulations tended towards open cellular convection. For this
region, the models showed some convergence for the convection-
off simulations and reasonable agreement with the observations
in terms of broadband fluxes. For the condensed LWP, the model
estimates spanned an order of magnitude but individual models
varied much less than this as a function of grid spacing. In
addition to generally suffering from a low bias in total condensate
mass, only a few of the models were capable of generating
sufficient cloud ice at the top of the boundary layer to match the
observations.

Comparing pairs of models that share the same physics or
dynamical core indicates that both of these model components
have strong influences on the morphology, the microphysical and
radiative characteristics of the clouds.

The simulations do not really probe the grey zone for the
stratocumulus region. Finer grid spacings (∼100 m) are required.
For km-scale models, a realistic representation of these clouds
most likely requires a parametrized approach, such as in the
treatment of the boundary layer, to compensate for the models
inability to resolve the motions at km-scale and to nudge the
models to a more well-mixed boundary-layer solution more
appropriate for these stratocumulus clouds. There is greater inter-
model agreement and improved comparison with observations
for the convective region for some metrics such as broadband
fluxes and the thermodynamic structure of the boundary layer.
This may be because the grey zone is being probed more
successfully by the higher-resolution simulations.
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